Bone marrow colony-stimulating activity in the culture media of L cell monolayers treated with Newcastle disease virus or polyriboinosinic:polyribocytidylic acid showed an early increase followed by a marked fall of activity when compared with non-induced cultures.
placed on base layers of Eagle's I'2% agar in 30 mm plastic dishes. The material being assayed for CS activity was included in the underlayer (IO% v/v) of 4 cultures]sample. Cultures were incubated at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere of Io% CO s for 7 days and colonies were counted. CS activity was expressed as a percentage of the maximum colony number obtained from each marrow suspension (95 to 13o colonies[culture) as determined by the response to a standard preparation of normal L cell conditioned medium. An additional control with the standard laboratory preparation of CS factor was always included. Direct comparisons of the CS activity of different samples were performed in the same batch of bone marrow cultures.
CS activity in normal L cell cultures and in those treated with NDV or rI:rC + DEAEdextran is shown in Fig. I . Two differences between induced and control cultures were prominent: (i) an increase of CS activity in the first hours (3 and 6 h) most noticeable with NDV and (ii) a subsequent marked fall which coincided with the appearance of interferon.
This apparent responsiveness of CS factor to the inducing agents could be due either to diverse effects of the interferon inducers or to a participation of CS factor in the interferon pathway. The early increase or acceleration of CS factor production could therefore be associated with the subsequent appearance of interferon. CS activity during the first hours (3 and 6) was also increased by rI: rC or DEAE-dextran to the same or even higher levels as by their complex and approached the level of non-induced cultures afterwards. Given that relatively high concentrations of rI:rC or DEAE-dextran alone do not induce significant amounts of interferon in the L cell system, the noted initial increase of CS activity does not seem to be sufficient or necessary for interferon production. Although rI:rC potentiates bone marrow colony formation at low concentrations (McNeill, i971), the thorough washing after induction and the sensitivity of the polymer to the degrading activity of cellular enzymes (De Clerq & Stewart, 1974) higher levels of CS activity. Infection of L cells with NDV is abortive and the tested material has not shown any haemagglutinability. Moreover viruses per se have a rather variable inhibitory effect on colony formation (unpublished data). The present experiments have measured CS and interferon activities in extracellular fluid and this may not accurately reflect either the rate of synthesis or the amount of these factors in a cell associated form. Cell surface changes brought about by inducing agents (Poste, I97Z), could alter the distribution of these factors between the cellular and extracellular compartments. The subsequent decrease of CS activity coincides with the appearance of interferon (Fig. I ) and seems to be due to interferon exerting its inhibitory action on colony growth (Fleming et al. I972; McNeill & Gresser, I973 ). An effect of interferon or intermediary factors on CS factor production or release also cannot be excluded, although it does not explain this fall. This is evident from Table I which shows that the level of CS activity during the I2 to 24 h period after induction was always lower than controls and this coincided with the peak of interferon production. This decrease was transitory after induction by rI:rC+ DEAEdextran or NDVu.v. but was prolonged after infection with live NDV. In some experiments where rI:rC was used without DEAE-dextran there was also a transitory decrease from IZ to 24 h (CS activity of control 7o _+ 3; of rI:rC 53 + 5) even though interferon was not detectable. Trypsin treatment was inconclusive.
The coexistence of CS factor with interferon ( Fig. I , Table I ) and even in partially purified preparations of interferon (McNeill & Gresser, I973) suggests the possibility of a relationship between the two factors. This could be a competition effect (illustrated by the inhibiting effect of interferon on marrow colony growth) or an effect of each on the production of the other. The 'spontaneous' release of interferon in several cell systems (Smith & Wagner, 1967; Talas, Szolgay & Rozsa, I97z) and the glycoprotein nature of a number ofinterferons and interferon antagonists (Galliot et al. 1973 ) also support the concept of interferon as a cell regulator.
The lability of CS factor of early samples (3 and 6 h) after repeated cycles of freezing and thawing and the unpredictable loss and recovery of interferon titres of some later samples (48 h) also require emphasis. In addition, it was noted that colonies stimulated by early samples were very diffuse whereas later samples, particularly those containing interferon, gave rise to a very compact type of colony. This behaviour could possibly be due to molecular heterogeneity which has been described for both interferon (Carter, I97O) and CS factor (Stanley et al. t97I ) and which must add to the complexity of any proposed relationship between these factors.
